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Abstrat. We onsider the problem of periodi graph exploration in
whih a mobile entity with onstant memory, an agent, has to visit all n
nodes of an arbitrary undireted graph G in a periodi manner. Graphs
are supposed to be anonymous, that is, nodes are unlabeled. However,
while visiting a node, the robot has to distinguish between edges ini-
dent to it. For eah node v the endpoints of the edges inident to v are
uniquely identied by dierent integer labels alled port numbers. We
are interested in minimisation of the length of the exploration period.
This problem is unsolvable if the loal port numbers are set arbitrarily,
see [1℄. However, surprisingly small periods an be ahieved when as-
signing arefully the loal port numbers. Dobrev et al. [2℄ desribed an
algorithm for assigning port numbers, and an oblivious agent (i.e. agent
with no memory) using it, suh that the agent explores all graphs of
size n within period 10n. Providing the agent with a onstant number
of memory bits, the optimal length of the period was proved in [3℄ to be
no more than 3.75n (using a dierent assignment of the port numbers).
In this paper, we improve both these bounds. More preisely, we show a
period of length at most 4
1
3
n for oblivious agents, and a period of length
at most 3.5n for agents with onstant memory. Moreover, we give the
rst non-trivial lower bound, 2.8n, on the period length for the oblivious
ase.
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1 Introdution
Eient searh in unknown or unmapped environments is one of the fun-
damental problems in algorithmis. Its appliations range from robot nav-
igation in hazardous environments to rigorous exploration (and, e.g., in-
dexing) of data available on the Internet. Due to a strong need to design
simple and ost eetive agents as well as to design exploration algorithms
that are suitable for rigorous mathematial analysis, it is of pratial im-
portane to limit the loal memory of agents.
We onsider the task of graph exploration by a mobile entity equipped
with small (onstant number of bits) memory. The mobile entity may be,
e.g., an autonomous piee of software navigating through an underlying
graph of onnetions of a omputer network. The mobile entity is expeted
to visit all nodes in the graph in a periodi manner. For the sake of
simpliity, we all the mobile entity an agent and model it as a nite
state automaton. The task of periodi traversal of all nodes of a network
is partiularly useful in network maintenane, where the status of every
node has to be heked regularly.
We onsider here undireted graphs that are anonymous, i.e., the nodes
in the graph are neither labelled nor olored. To enable the agent to dis-
tinguish the dierent edges inident to a node, edges at a node v are
assigned port numbers in {1, . . . , dv} in a one-to-one manner, where dv is
the degree of node v.
We model agents as Mealy automata. The Mealy automaton has a
nite number of states and a transition funtion f governing the ations
of the agent. If the automaton enters a node v of degree dv through port i
in state s, it swithes to state s′ and exits the node through port i′, where
(s′, i′) = f(s, i, dv). The memory size of an agent is related to its number of
states, more preisely it equals the number of bits needed to enode these
states. For example an oblivious agent has a single state, or equivalently
zero memory bits. Note that the size of the agent memory represents
in this model the amount of information that the agent an remember
while moving. This does not restrit omputations made on a node and
thus the transition funtion an be any deterministi funtion. Additional
memory needed for omputations an be seen as provided temporarily by
the hosting node. Nevertheless, our agent algorithms perform very simple
tests and operations on the non-onstant inputs i and d, namely equality
tests and inrementations.
Periodi graph exploration requires that the agent has to visit every
node innitely many times in a periodi manner. In this paper, we are
interested in minimising the length of the exploration period. In other
words, we want to minimise the maximum number of edge traversals per-
formed by the agent between two onseutive visits of a generi node,
while the agent enters this node in the same state through the same port.
However, Rollik [4℄ proved that this problem is unsolvable as an agent
needs Ω(log n) memory bits to explore all graphs of size n, even restrited
to ubi planar graphs. This lower bound has been proved reently to be
atually optimal by Reingold in his breakthrough paper [5℄. Providing the
agent with a pebble to mark nodes does not help muh as the asymptoti
size of memory needed remains Ω(log n) bits [6℄. In fat, even a highly-
oordinated multi-agent team apable of (restrited) teleportation annot
explore all graphs with onstant memory [7℄.
Nevertheless, putting some information in the graph does help a lot.
Cohen et al. [8℄ showed that putting two bits of advie at eah node allows
to explore all graphs by an agent with onstant memory, by a periodi
traversal of length O(m), where m is the number of edges. In fat, the
impossibility results presented above all use the ability of the adversary
to assign the loal port numbers in a misleading order. On the other
hand, even if nodes are not marked in any way but if port numbers are
arefully assigned (still satisfying the ondition that at eah node v, port
numbers from 1 to dv are used), then a simple agent, even oblivious, an
perform periodi graph exploration within period of length O(n). Using
appropriate assignment of the loal port numbers, the best known period
ahieved by an oblivious agent is 10n [2℄ whereas the best known period
ahieved by an agent with onstant memory is 3.75n [3℄.
1.1 Our results
In this paper, we improve both these bounds. More preisely, we present
an eient deterministi algorithm assigning port numbers in the graph,
suh that, an oblivious agent is able to aomplish eah period of the
traversal route in at most 41
3
n. Our algorithm uses a new three-layer par-
tition of graphs permitting an optimal O(|E|)−time onstrution of the
port labeling. As a omplement, we present a lass of graphs in whih an
oblivious agent performs a tour of at most 2n. In addition, we present an-
other algorithm assigning port numbers in the graph, also using the three-
layer partitioning approah, suh that, an agent with onstant memory is
able to aomplish periodi graph exploration within period at most 3.5n.
Moreover, we give the rst non-trivial lower bound, 2.8n, on the period
length for the oblivious ase.
1.2 Related Work
Graph exploration by robots has reently attrated growing attention.
The unknown environment in whih the robots operate is often modelled
as a graph, assuming that the robots may only move along its edges. The
graph setting is available in two dierent forms.
In [9, 10, 11, 12, 13℄, the robot explores strongly onneted direted
graphs and it an move only in one pre-speied diretion along eah
edge. In [14, 15, 8, 16, 17, 6, 18℄, the explored graph is undireted and
the agent an traverse edges in both diretions. Also, two alternative e-
ieny measures are adopted in most papers devoted to graph exploration,
namely, the time of ompleting the task [9, 14, 10, 11, 15, 12, 16℄, or the
number of memory bits (states in the automaton) available to the agent
[8, 19, 20, 17, 6, 21℄.
Graph exploration senarios onsidered in the literature dier in an
important way: it is either assumed that nodes of the graph have unique
labels whih the agent an reognise, or it is assumed that nodes are
anonymous. Exploration of direted graphs assuming the existene of la-
bels was investigated in [9, 12, 13℄. In this ase, no restritions on the agent
moves were imposed, other than by diretions of edges, and fast explo-
ration algorithms were sought. Exploration of undireted labelled graphs
was onsidered in [14, 22, 15, 16, 23℄. Sine in this ase a simple explo-
ration based on depth-rst searh an be ompleted in time 2m, where
m is the number of edges, investigations onentrated either on further
reduing the time for an unrestrited agent, or on studying eient ex-
ploration when moves of the agent are restrited in some way. The rst
approah was adopted in [23℄, where an exploration algorithm working in
time m + O(n), with n being the number of nodes, was proposed. Re-
strited agents were investigated in [14, 22, 15, 16℄. It was assumed that
the agent is a robot with either a restrited fuel tank [14, 15℄, foring it
to periodially return to the base for refuelling, or that it is a tethered
robot, i.e., attahed to the base by a rope or able (a path from the
original node) of restrited length [16℄. For example, in [16℄ it was proved
that exploration an be done in time O(m) under both senarios.
Exploration of anonymous graphs presents dierent types of hal-
lenges. In this ase, it is impossible to explore arbitrary graphs and to
stop after ompleting exploration if no marking of nodes is allowed [1℄.
Hene, the senario adopted in [10, 11℄ was to allow pebbles whih the
agent an drop on nodes to reognise already visited ones, and then re-
move them and drop in other plaes. The authors onentrated attention
on the minimum number of pebbles allowing eient exploration of ar-
bitrary direted n-node graphs. (In the ase of undireted graphs, one
pebble sues for eient exploration.) In [11℄, the authors ompared the
exploration power of one agent with pebbles to that of two ooperating
agents without pebbles. In [10℄, it was shown that one pebble is enough, if
the agent knows an upper bound on the size of the graph, and Θ(log log n)
pebbles are neessary and suient otherwise.
In [8, 19, 20, 17, 6℄, the adopted measure of eieny was the mem-
ory size of the agent exploring anonymous graphs. In [20, 6℄, the agent
was allowed to mark nodes by pebbles, or even by writing messages on
whiteboards with whih nodes are equipped. In [8℄, the authors studied
speial shemes of labelling nodes, whih failitate exploration with small
memory. Another aspet of distributed graph exploration by robots with
bounded memory was studied in [19, 21℄, where the topology of graphs is
restrited to trees. In [19℄ Diks et al. proposed a robot requiring O(log2 n)
memory bits to explore any tree with at most n nodes. They also pro-
vided the lower bound Ω(log n) if the robot is expeted to return to its
original position in the tree. Very reently the gap between the upper
bound and the lower bound was losed in [21℄ by G¡sienie et al. who
showed that O(log n) bits of memory sue in tree exploration with re-
turn. However it is known, see [17℄, that in arbitrary graphs the number of
memory bits required by any robot expeted to return to the original posi-
tion is Θ(D log d), where D is the diameter and d is the maximum degree
in the graph. In omparison, Reingold [5℄ proved reently that SL = L,
i.e., any deision problem whih an be solved by a deterministi Tur-
ing mahine using logarithmi memory (spae) is log-spae reduible to
the USTCON (st-onnetivity in undireted graphs) problem. This proves
the existene of a robot equipped with asymptotially optimal number of
O(log n) bits being able to explore any n-node graph in the perpetual ex-
ploration model, where the return to the original position is not required.
The respetive lower bound Ω(log n) is provided in [4℄.
In this paper, we are interested in robots haraterised by very low
memory utilisation. In fat, the robots are allowed to use only a onstant
number of memory bits. This restrition permits modelling robots as nite
state automata. Budah [1℄ proved that no nite automaton an explore all
graphs. Rollik [4℄ showed later that even a nite team of nite automata
annot explore all planar ubi graphs. This result is improved in [7℄,
where Cook and Rako introdue a powerful tool, alled the JAG, for
Jumping Automaton for Graphs. A JAG is a nite team of nite automata
that permanently ooperate and that an use teleportation to move from
their urrent loation to the loation of any other automaton. However,
even JAGs annot explore all graphs [7℄.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Notation and basi denitions
Let G = (V,E) be a simple, onneted, undireted graph. We denote
by
−→
G the symmetri direted graph obtained from G by replaing eah
undireted edge {u, v} by two direted edges in opposite diretions  the
direted edge from u to v denoted by (u, v) and the direted edge from v
to u denoted by (v, u). For eah direted edge (u, v) or (v, u) we say that
undireted edge {u, v} ∈ G is its underlying edge. For any node v of a
direted graph the out-degree of v is the number of direted edges leaving
v, the in-degree of v is the number of direted edges inoming to v, and
umulative degree of v is the sum of its out-degree and its in-degree.
Direted yles onstruted by our algorithm traverse some edges in
G one and some other edges twie in opposite diretions. However, at
early stages, our algorithm for oblivious agents is solely interested whether
the edge is unidiretional or bidiretional, indierently of the diretion.
To alleviate the presentation (despite some abuse of notation), in this
ontext, an edge that is traversed one when deprived of its diretion we
all a single edge. Similarly, an edge that is traversed twie is alled a
two-way edge, and it is understood to be omposed of two single edges (in
opposite diretions). Hene we extend the notion of single and two-way
edges to general direted graphs in whih the diretion of edges is removed.
In partiular, we say that two remote nodes s and t are onneted by a
two-way path, if there is a nite sequene of verties v1, v2, . . . , vk, where
eah pair vi and vi+1 is onneted by a two-way edge, and s = v1 and
t = vk. We all a direted graph
−→
K two-way onneted if for any pair
of nodes there is a two-way path onneting them. Note that two-way
onnetivity implies strong onnetivity but not the opposite.
2.2 Three-layer partition
The three-layer partition is a new graph deomposition method that we
use in to eiently onstrut periodi tours in both the oblivious and the
bounded-memory ases.
For any set of nodes X we all the neighborhood of X the set of their
neighbors in graph G (exluding nodes in X) and we denote it by NG(X).
One of the main omponents of the onstrutions of our tehnique are
bakbone trees of G, that is onneted yle-free subgraphs of G. We say
that a node v is saturated in a bakbone tree T of G if all edges inident
to v in G are also present in T .
A three-layer partition of a graph G = (V,E) is a 4-tuple (X,Y,Z, TB )
suh that (1) the three sets X, Y and Z form a partition of V , (2) Y =
NG(X) and Z = NG(Y ) \X, (3) TB is a tree of node-set X ∪Y where all
nodes in X are saturated. We all X the top layer, Y the middle layer,
and Z the bottom layer of the partition. Any edge of G between two nodes
in Y will be alled horizontal.
During exeution of proedure 3L-Partition the nodes in V are dy-
namially partitioned into sets X,Y,Z, P and R with temporary on-
tents, where X is the set of saturated nodes, Y = NG(X) ontains nodes
at distane 1 from X, Z = NG(Y ) \ X ontains nodes at distane 2
from X, P = NG(Z) \ Y ontains nodes at distane 3 from X and
R = V \ (X ∪ Y ∪ Z ∪ P ) ontains all the remaining nodes in V .
Proedure 3L-Partition(in : G = (V,E); out : X,Y,Z, TB);
(1) X = Y = Z = P = ∅; R = V ; TB = ∅;
(2) selet an arbitrary node v ∈ R;
(3) loop
(a) X = X ∪ {v}; (insert into X newly seleted node);
(b) update ontents of sets Y,Z, P and R (on the basis of new X);
() saturate the newly inserted node v to X (i.e., insert all new edges to TB);
(d) if the new node v in X was seleted from P then insert to TB an arbitrary horizontal edge
(on middle level) to onnet the newly formed star rooted in v with the rest of TB.
(e) if any new node v ∈ Y an be saturated then selet v for saturation;
else-if any new node v ∈ Z an be saturated then selet v for saturation;
else-if P is non-empty then selet a new v from P for saturation arbitrarily;
else exit-loop;
end-loop
(4) output (X,Y,Z, TB)
Lemma 1. Proedure 3L-Partition omputes a three-layer partition for
any onneted graph G.
Lemma 2. The three-layer partition has the following properties:
(1) eah node in Y has an inident horizontal edge outside of TB;
(2) eah node in Z has at least two neighbors in Y .
Proof. To prove property (1) assume, by ontradition, that there exists
a node u ∈ Y that has no horizontal edges outside of TB . Observe that in
this ase u an be saturated , i.e., u may be moved to X, inserting into TB
middle layer Y
bottom layer Z
top layer X
Fig. 1. Three-layer partition. Solid lines and blak nodes belong to the bakbone tree
TB . Dashed lines represent horizontal edges outside TB . Dotted lines are inident to
nodes from Z.
all remaining edges inident to u. Indeed, sine before u was saturated all
suh edges lead only to nodes in Z their insertion does not form yles.
Thus property (1) holds. Finally, assume there is a node w in Z with no
more than one inident edge leading to level Y. Also in this ase we an
saturate w sine all edges inident to w form a star that shares at most
one node with TB . Thus, no yle is reated, whih in turn proves property
(2). ⊓⊔
Lemma 3. For any graph G = (V,E) a three-layer partition may be om-
puted in O(|E|) time.
2.3 RH-traversability and witness yles
In this setion we disuss the onditions for the oblivious periodi traver-
sals. Given a port number assignment algorithm and an agent algorithm,
it is possible, for a given degree d, to permute all port numbers inident to
eah degree-d node of a graph G aording to some xed permutation σ,
and to modify the transition funtion f of the agent aordingly, so that
the agent behaves exatly the same as before in G. The new transition
funtion f ′ is in this ase given by the formula f ′ = σ ◦ f ◦ σ−1 and the
two agent algorithms are said to be equivalent.
More preisely, two agent algorithms desribed by their respetive
transition funtions f and f ′ are equivalent if for any d > 0 there ex-
ists a permutation σ on {1, . . . , d} suh that f ′ = σ ◦ f ◦ σ−1.
The most ommon algorithm used for oblivious agents is the Right-
Hand-on-the-Wall algorithm. This algorithm is speied by the transition
funtion f : (s, i, d) 7→ (s, (i mod d) + 1). Dierently speaking, if the
agent enters a degree-d node v by port number i, it will exit v through
port number (i mod d) + 1.
The following lemma states that any ouple onsisting of a port num-
ber assignment algorithm and an oblivious agent algorithm, and solv-
ing the periodi graph exploration problem, an be expressed by using
the Right-Hand-on-the-Wall algorithm as the agent algorithm. We will
thus fous on this algorithm in all subsequent parts referring to oblivious
agents.
Lemma 4. Any agent algorithm enabling an oblivious agent to explore
all graphs (even all stars) is equivalent to the Right-Hand-on-the-Wall
algorithm.
Graph traversal aording to the Right-Hand-on-the-Wall algorithm
has been alled right-hand traversals or shortly RH-traversals, see [2℄.
Similarly, yli paths formed in the graph aording to the right-hand
rule are alled RH-yles. The aim of our rst oblivious-ase algorithm
is to nd a short RH-traversal of the graph, i.e., to nd a yle
−→
C in
−→
G
ontaining all nodes of
−→
G and satisfying the right-hand rule: If e1 = (u, v)
and e2 = (v,w) are two suessive edges of
−→
C then e2 is the suessor of
e1 in the port numbering of v. We all suh a yle a witness yle for G,
and the orresponding port numbering a witness port numbering.
Given graph
−→
G we rst design
−→
H , a spanning subgraph of
−→
G that
ontains all edges of a short witness yle
−→
C of
−→
G . Then we look for port
numbering of eah node in
−→
H to obtain
−→
C . The haraterisation of suh
a graph
−→
H is not trivial, however it is easy to haraterise graphs whih
are unions of RH-yles.
Denition 5. A node v ∈
−→
G is RH-traversable in
−→
H if there exists a
port numbering piv suh that, for eah edge (u, v) ∈
−→
H inoming to v via
an underlying edge e there exists an outgoing edge (v,w) ∈
−→
H leaving v
via the underlying edge e′, suh that e′ is the suessor of e in the port
numbering of v.
We all suh ordering a witness ordering for v.
Let
−→
H be a spanning subgraph of
−→
G . For eah node v, denote by bv, iv
and ov the number of two-way edges inident to v used in
−→
H, only inoming
and only outgoing edges, respetively. The following lemma haraterises
the nodes of a graph being an union of RH-yles.
Lemma 6. A node v is RH-traversable if and only if bv = dv or iv =
ov > 0.
Proof. (⇒) The denition of RH-traversability implies iv = ov.
(⇐) If bv = dv, i.e., all edges inident to v are used in two diretions,
any ordering of the edges is aeptable. Otherwise (bv 6= dv,), hoose a
port numbering in whih outgoing edges that ontribute to two-way edges
are arranged in one blok followed by an outgoing edge. All remaining
direted edges are plaed in a separate blok, in whih edges alternate
diretions and the last (inoming) edge preedes the blok of all two-way
edges. ⊓⊔
We easily obtain the following
Corollary 7. A spanning subgraph
−→
H of
−→
G is a union of RH-yles if
and only if eah node v has an even number of single edges inident to v
in
−→
H , and, in ase no single edge is inident to v in
−→
H , all two-way edges
inident to v in
−→
G must be also present in
−→
H .
In the rest of this setion we introdue several operations on yles,
and the onditions under whih these operations will result in a witness
yle.
Consider a subgraph
−→
H of G that has only RH-traversable nodes.
Observe that any port numbering implies a partitioning of
−→
H into a set of
RH-yles. Take any ordering γ of this set of yles. We dene two rules
whih transform one set of yles to another. The rst rule, Merge3, takes
as an input three yles inident to a node and merge them to form a
single one. The seond rule, EatSmall, breaks a non-simple yle into two
sub-yles and transfers one of them to another yle.
3
4
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
C1
C2
C3
before after
(a)
1
3
4 5
6
C1
C2
before after
(a)
1 = x1
2 = x2
5 = x3
C1
C2
2 = z
5 = y
6 = x
1
3
4
2 = z
C3
Fig. 2. (a) Applying rule Merge3; (b) applying rule EatSmall.
1. Rule Merge3: Let v be a node inident to at least three dierent
yles C1, C2 and C3. Let x1, x2 and x3 be the underlying edges at
v ontaining inoming edges for yles C1, C2 and C3, respetively
(x1, x2 and x3 an be a single edge or a two-way edge in
−→
H ). Suppose
w.l.o.g., that x2 is between x1 and x3 in yli port numbering of v.
The port numbering whih makes the suessor of x2 beomes the
suessor of x1, the suessor of x3 beomes the suessor of x2 and
the suessor of x1 beomes the suessor of x3 and keeps the relative
order of the remaining edges the same (see Figure 2(a)) onnets the
yles C1, C2 and C3 into a single yle C3, while remaining a witness
port numbering for v (due to the original port numbering).
2. Rule EatSmall: Let C1 be the smallest yle in ordering γ suh that
 there is a node v that appears in C1 at least twie
 there is also another yle C2 inident to v
 γ(C1) < γ(C2)
Let x and y be underlying edges at v ontaining inoming edges for
C1 and C2, respetively; let z be the underlying edge ontaining the
inoming edge by whih C1 returns to v after leaving via the suessor
of x. If z is the suessor of y, hoose a dierent x. Modify the ordering
of the edges in v as follows: (1) the suessor of x beomes the new
suessor of y, (2) the old suessor of y beomes the new suessor of
z, (3) the old suessor of z beomes the new suessor of x and (4)
the order of the other edges remains unhanged  see Figure 2(b).
Lemma 8. Let
−→
K be a two-way onneted spanning subgraph of G with
all nodes RH-traversable in
−→
K . Consider the set of RH-yles generated
by some witness port numbering of its nodes, with C∗ being the largest
yle aording to some ordering γ. If neither Merge3 nor EatSmall an
be applied to the nodes of C∗ then C∗ is a witness yle.
Proof. Suppose, by ontradition, that C∗ does not span all the nodes in
G. Let V ′ be the set of nodes of G not traversed by C∗. Sine
−→
K is two-way
onneted there exist two nodes u, v ∈ G, suh that v belongs to C∗ and
u ∈ V ′, and the direted edges (u, v) and (v, u) belong to
−→
K . Edges (u, v)
and (v, u) annot belong to dierent yles of
−→
K beause Merge3 would
be appliable. Hene (u, v) and (v, u) must both belong to the same yle
C ′. However (u, v) and (v, u) annot be onseutive edges of C ′ beause
this would imply dv = 1 whih is not the ase, sine v also belongs to C
∗
.
Hene C ′ must visit v at least twie. However, sine C∗ is the largest yle
we have γ(C ′) < γ(C∗) and the onditions of appliability of rule EatSmall
are satised with C1 = C
′
and C2 = C
∗
. This is the ontradition proving
the laim of the lemma. ⊓⊔
3 Oblivious periodi traversal
In this setion we desribe the algorithm that onstruts a short witness
yle for graph G. Aording to lemma 8 it is suient to onstrut a
spanning subgraph
−→
K of G whih is two-way onneted, suh that, eah
node of G is RH-traversable in
−→
K . We will present rst a restrited ase
of a terse set of RH-yles, when it is possible to onstrut a spanning
tree of G with no saturated node. In this ase we an onstrut a witness
yle of size 2n. In the ase of arbitrary graphs, we need a more involved
argument, whih will lead to a witness yle of size 41
3
n. We onlude this
setion with the presentation of a lower bound of 2.8n.
3.1 Terse set of RH-yles
Suppose that we have a graph G, whih has a spanning tree T with no
saturated node. This happens for large and non-trivial lasses of graphs,
inluding two-onneted graphs, graphs admitting two disjoint spanning
trees, and many others. For those graphs we present an algorithm that
nds a shorter witness yle than one that we an nd for arbitrary graphs.
The idea of the algorithm is to rst onstrut a spanning subgraph of G,
−→
K of size 2n, whih ontains only RH-traversable nodes (f. algorithm
TerseCyles). Then we apply a port numbering whih partitions
−→
K
into a set of RH-yles that an then be merged into a single witness
yle (f. Corollary 10).
Algorithm TerseCyles:
1: Find T  a spanning subgraph of G with no saturated nodes;
2:
−→
K ← T ; {eah edge in T is a two-way edge in
−→
K}
3: For eah node v ∈
−→
K add to
−→
K a single edge from G \ T ; {the single
edges form a olletion of stars S}
4: Restore-Parity(
−→
K,T, root(T ));
Proedure Restore-Parity has to assure that the number of single
edges inident to eah node is even. The proedure visits eah node v of
the tree T in the bottom-up manner and ounts all single edges inident to
v. If this number is odd, the two-way edge leading to the parent is redued
to a single edge (with the diretion to be speied later). The proedure
terminates when the parity of all hildren of the root in the spanning tree
is restored. Note also that the umulative degree of the root must be even
sine the umulative degree of all nodes in S is even. Note also that no
deision about the diretion of single edges is made yet.
Proedure RestoreParity(direted graph
−→
K, tree T, node v): inte-
ger;
1: Pv = (number of single edges in
−→
K \ T ) (mod 2);
2: if v is not a leaf in T then
3: for eah node cv ∈ T being a hild of v do
4: Pv ← (Pv +RestoreParity(
−→
K,T, cv)) (mod 2);
5: end for
6: end if
7: if Pv = 1 then
8: redue the two-way edge (P, parent(P )) to single;
9: end if
10: return Pv;
Lemma 9. After the ompletion of proedure TerseCyles every node
of
−→
K is RH-traversable.
Proof. Every node is either saturated or it has at least two single edges
inident to it. ⊓⊔
Corollary 10. For any graph G admitting a spanning tree T , suh that
none of the nodes is saturated (i.e., G \ T spans all nodes of G) it is
possible to onstrut a witness yle of length at most 2n.
Corollary 10 gives small witness yles for a large lass of graphs. It
should be noted for 3-regular graphs, nding a spanning tree having no
saturated nodes orresponds to nding a Hamiltonian path, a problem
known to be NP-hard even in this restrited setting [24℄.
3.2 Constrution of witness yles in arbitrary graphs
The onstrution of witness yle is based on the following approah. First
selet a spanning tree T of graph G omposed of two-way edges. Let Gi, for
i = 1, 2, . . . , k be the onneted omponents of G\T , having, respetively,
ni nodes. For eah suh omponent we apply proedure 3L-Partition,
obtaining three sets Xi, Yi and Zi and a bakbone tree Ti. We then add
single edges inident to the nodes of sets Yi and Zi, and we apply the
proedure RestoreParity to eah omponent Gi. We do this in suh
a way that the total number of edges in Gi is smaller than 2
1
3
n. For the
union of graphs T ∪ G1 ∪ G2 ∪ · · · ∪ Gk we take a port numbering that
generates a set of yles. The port numbering and orientation of edges in
the union of graphs is obtained as follows. First we remove temporarily
all two-way edges from the union. The remaining set of single edges is
partitioned into a olletion of simple yles, where edges in eah yle
have a onsistent orientation. Further we reinstate all two-way edges in
the union, s.t., eah two-way edge is now represented as two ars with
the opposite diretion. Finally we provide port numbers at eah node of
the union, s.t., it is onsistent with the RH-traversability ondition, see
lemma 6. We apply rules Merge3 and EatSmall to this set of yles until
neither rule an be applied. The set of yles obtained will ontain a
witness yle, using lemma 8.
Algorithm FindWitnessCyle;
1: Find a spanning tree T of graph G {two-way edges}
2: for eah onneted omponent Gi of G \ T do
3: 3L-Partition(Gi,Xi, Yi, Zi, Ti);
4: Form set Pi by seleting for eah node in Zi two edges leading to
Yi; {single edges};
5: Form a set of independent stars Si spanning all nodes in Yi that are
not inident to Pi; {single edges};
6: RestoreParity(Gi ∪ Pi ∪ Si, Ti, root(Ti));
7: end for
8:
−→
K ← T ∪G1 ∪G2 ∪ · · · ∪Gk;
9: Take any port numbering and produe a set C of RH-yles indued
by it;
10: Apply repeatedly Merge3 or, if not possible, EatSmall to C until nei-
ther rule an be applied;
11: return the witness yle of C;
Theorem 11. For any n-node graph algorithm FindWitnessCyle re-
turns a witness yle of size at most 41
3
n− 4.
Theorem 12. The algorithm FindWitnessCyle terminates in O(|E|)
time.
3.3 Lower Bound
We have shown in the previous setion that for any n-node graph we an
onstrut a witness yle of length at most 41
3
n − 4. In this setion we
omplement this result with the lower bound 2.8n:
Theorem 13. For any non-negative integers n, k and l suh that, n =
5k+ l and l < 5, there exists an n-node graph for whih any witness yle
is of length 14k + 2l.
4 Periodi traversal with onstant memory
In this setion we fous on the onstrution of a tour in arbitrary undi-
reted graphs to be traversed by an agent equipped with a onstant mem-
ory. The main idea of the periodi graph traversal mehanism proposed in
[25℄, and further developed in [3℄, is to visit all nodes in the graph while
traversing along an Euler tour of a (partiularly hosen) spanning tree. In
[25℄ the agent after entering a node v in the tree via port 1, whih always
leads to the parent in the spanning tree, visits reursively all subtrees a-
essible from v via ports 2, . . . , i+ 1, where i is the number of hildren of
v.When the agent returns from the last (ith) hild it either: (1) returns to
its parent via port 1, when i+1 is also the degree of v (i.e., v is saturated
in T ); or (2) it attempts to visit another hild of v adopting the edge e
assoiated with port i+2. In ase (2) the agent learns at the other end of
e that the port number is dierent from 1, i.e., the agent is not visiting
a legal hild of v. The agent rst returns to v and then immediately to
the parent of v, where it ontinues the tree traversal proess. In these
irumstanes, the edge e is alled a penalty edge sine e does not belong
to the spanning tree and an extra ost has to be harged for aessing it.
Sine the spanning tree has n − 1 edges, and at eah node the agent an
be fored to examine a penalty edge, the number of steps performed by
the agent (equal to the length of the periodi tour) may be as large as
4n− 2 (n− 1 edges of the spanning tree and n penalty edges, where eah
edge is traversed in both diretions). The main result of [3℄ is the eient
onstrution of a spei spanning tree supported by a more advaned
visiting mehanism stored in the agent's memory. They showed that the
agent is able to avoid penalties at a fration of at least
1
8
n nodes. This in
turn gave the length of the periodi tour not larger than 3.75n.
In what follows we show a new onstrution of the spanning tree, based
on the earlier three-layer partition. This, supported by a new labeling
mehanism together with slightly inreased memory of the agent, allows
to avoid penalties at
1
4
n nodes resulting in a periodi tour of length ≤ 3.5n.
In the new sheme some leaves in the spanning tree are onneted with
their parents via port 2 (in [3℄ this port is always assumed to be 1). The
rationale behind this modiation is to treat edges towards ertain leaves
as penalty edges (rather than the regular tree edges) and in turn to avoid
visits beyond these leaves, i.e., to avoid unneessary examination of ertain
penalty edges.
Reall that the nodes of the input graph an be partitioned into three
sets X,Y and Z where all nodes in X and Y are spanned by a bakbone
tree, see setion 2.2. The spanning tree T is obtained from the bakbone
tree by onneting every node in Z to one of its neighbors in Y. Reall
also that every node v ∈ X is saturated, i.e., all edges inident to v in G
belong also to the spanning tree. Every node in Y that lies on a path in
T between two nodes in X is alled a bonding node. The remaining nodes
in Y are alled loal.
Initial port labeling When the spanning tree T is formed, we pik one
of its leaves as the root r where the two ports loated on the tree edge
inident to r are set to 1. Initially, for any node v the port leading to
the parent is set to 1 and ports leading to the i hildren of v are set to
2, . . . , i+1, s.t., the subtree of v rooted in hild j is at least as large as the
subtree rooted in hild j′, for all 2 ≤ j < j′ ≤ i + 1. All other ports are
set arbitrarily using distint values from the range i+2, . . . , dv , where dv
is the degree of v. Later, we modify alloation of ports at ertain leaves
of the spanning tree loated in Z. In partiular we hange labels at all
hildren having no other leaf-siblings in T of bonding nodes (see, e.g.,
node w1 in Figure 3), as well as in single hildren of loal nodes, but only
if the loal node is the last hild of a node in X that has hildren on its
own (see, e.g., node w2 in Figure 3).
w2 w1
bottom layer Z
middle layer Y
top layer Xs
v
u
Fig. 3. Fragment of the spanning tree with the root loated to the right of w1 and w2.
Port swap operation Reall that every leaf w loated at the level Z
has also an inident edge e outside of T that leads to some node v in Y
(property 2 of the three-layer partition). When we swap port numbers at
w, we set to 2 the port on the tree edge leading to the parent of w. We
all suh edge a sham penalty edge sine it now pretends to be a penalty
edge while, in fat, it onnets w to its parent in the spanning tree T .
We also set to 1 the port number on the lower end of e. All other port
numbers at w (if there are more inident edges to w) are set arbitrarily.
After the port swap operation at w is aomplished we also have to ensure
that the edge e will never be examined by the agent, otherwise it would be
wrongly interpreted as a legal tree edge, where v would be reognised as
the parent of w. In order to avoid this problem we also set ports at v with
greater are. Note that v has also an inident horizontal edge e′ outside of
T (property 1 of the three-layer partition). Assume that the node v has
i hildren in T. Thus if we set to i + 2 the port on e′ (reall that port 1
leads to the parent of v and ports 2, .., i+ 1 lead to its hildren) the port
on e will have value larger than i+ 2 and e will never be aessed by the
agent. Finally note that the agent may wake up in the node with a sham
penalty edge inident to it. For this reason we introdue an extra state to
the nite state automaton A governing moves of the agent in [3℄ to form
a new automaton A+. While being in the wake up state the agent moves
aross the edge aessible via port 1 in order to start regular performane
(speied in [3℄) in a node that is not inident to the lower end of a sham
penalty edge.
Lemma 14. The new port labeling provides a mehanism to visit all nodes
in the graph in a periodi manner by the agent equipped with a nite state
automaton A+.
Theorem 15. For any undireted graph G with n nodes, it is possible
to ompute a port labeling suh that an agent equipped with a nite state
automaton A+ an visit all nodes in G in a periodi manner with a tour
length that is no longer than 31
2
n− 2.
Note that in the model with impliit labels, one port at eah node
has to be distinguished in order to break symmetry in a periodi order
of ports. This is to take advantage of the extra memory provided to the
agent.
5 Further disussion
Further studies on trade-os between the length of the periodi tour and
the memory of a mobile entity are needed. The only known lower bound
2n − 2 holds independently of the size of the available memory, and it
refers to trees. This still leaves a substantial gap in view of our new 3.5n
upper bound. Another alternative would be to look for as good as possible
tour for a given graph, for example, in a form of an approximate solution.
Indeed, for an arbitrary graph, nding the shortest tour may orrespond
to disovering a Hamiltonian yle in the graph, whih is NP-hard.
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6 Appendix
6.1 An example of the 3L-Partition
The example from Figure 4 illustrates the proedure 3L-Partition for a
graph in Fig. 4(-). The graphs from Fig. 4(a) through Fig. 4(e) present the
onguration after eah iteration of the loop, when a new node is hosen
for saturation, and the sets X,Y,Z, P,R as well as the bakbone tree TB
are modied aordingly. The saturated nodes are a, b, c, d and e, hosen
from dierent sets Y,Z and P . In all ongurations exept (-) the ontent
of eah set X,Y,Z, P,R is represented at a dierent horizontal level.
6.2 An example of loal port ordering
6.3 An example of a port numbering whih indues a union of
RH-yles
One an verify, that if we exhange any two labels of one of the degree-
three nodes of this graph, the three yles would merge to a single witness
yle.
6.4 Proof of Lemma 1
We show that the proedure reates a three-layer partition with a distin-
guished bakbone tree TB . Reall that the ontents of sets Y,Z, P and R
stritly depend on the ontent of X. New nodes are inserted to X gradu-
ally, one per round, where eah round orresponds to a single exeution of
the main loop. We use the following invariant. At the start of eah round
nodes in sets X and Y are spanned by a partial bakbone tree TB and
a newly seleted node for saturation is provided as v. At the end of the
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Fig. 4. Example of funtioning of proedure 3L-Partition. Solid lines and blak nodes
belong to the bakbone tree TB .
rst round the invariant is satised sine X ontains only one node whose
neighbors in G form Y (step 3b) and all edges inident to it belong to
TB (step 3). Assume now that the invariant is satised at the beginning
of some further round i. When the newly seleted node v is inserted to
X (step 3a) the ontent of other sets is reomputed (step 3b). Note that
v is always seleted, s.t., adding all edges inident to v will not form a
yle with edges in TB . If v was hosen from Y (this happens only when
v has no horizontal inident edges), v is already onneted to TB so all
inident edges to v (added in step 3) will be onneted to the rest of
TB too. Alternatively, if v omes from Z (this happens when all nodes in
Y have horizontal edges outside of TB) and v has exatly one neighbor
w ∈ Y as soon as all edges inident to v are inserted, the new part of TB
gets onneted to the old one via the node w. Finally, if v was seleted
in P (this happens when all nodes in Y have horizontal edges outside of
TB and all nodes in Z have at least two neighbors in Y ) then all edges
inident to v are inserted to TB . Note that when v was moved to X all
its neighbors in Z were moved to Y forming at least one new horizon-
d1 2
3
.
.
.
d-1
d-2
Fig. 5. Ordering two bidiretional, two inoming and two outgoing underlying edges.
1
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Fig. 6. Eah node is RH-traversable, but the witness ordering of nodes dene several
yles, i.e., no yle spans the whole graph.
tal edge in Y (formerly this edge laid aross sets Y and Z). We use this
new horizontal edge to onnet a newly formed star with the remaining
part of TB . The proedure stops when it attempts to selet a new node
for saturation from an empty set P meaning that all nodes from V are
already distributed among X,Y,Z for whih, aording to our invariant,
the bakbone tree TB is already ompleted. ⊓⊔
6.5 Proof of Theorem 3
Eah edge {v,w} ∈ G is taken into onsideration twie by the proedure,
one as the direted edge (v,w) and the other time as the direted edge
(w, v). We prove that for eah direted edge the proedure performs a
onstant time task.
We suppose that eah node of the graph is olored red when it has been
already tested for saturation (whether or not it was eventually inluded
in set X) or green otherwise. All nodes are initially olored green and put
in set R. During the exeution of step (e) of 3L-Partition proedure a
green node v is seleted for saturation from a set Y,Z or P (in that order).
Depending on the set to whih belongs v and the sets to whih belong all
its neighbors v passes or fails the saturation tests. In partiular:
1. If v ∈ Y then v beomes saturated (and promoted to X) if none of its
neighbors belongs to Y .
2. If v ∈ Z then v beomes saturated if only one of its neighbors belongs
to Y .
3. If v ∈ P then v always beomes saturated.
Moreover, eah neighbor of v, whether it is green or red, may be promoted
to a higher ranking set among Y,Z, P and R depending on the result of
the saturation of v. This needs a seond san of the list of neighbours,
one the set into whih v is put has been determined. Hene v is turned
from green to red as a result of a O(dv)-time step. The 3L-Partition
proedure terminates when all nodes are red so its overall omplexity is
O(|E|). ⊓⊔
6.6 Proof of Lemma 4
Consider an arbitrary algorithm A enabling an oblivious agent to period-
ially explore all trees. Let f be its transition funtion. Fix an arbitrary
d > 1 and let fd be the funtion i 7→ f(s, i, d) from {1, . . . , d} to {1, . . . , d},
where s is the single state of the oblivious agent. Consider the d+1-node
star of degree d. For 1 ≤ i ≤ d, let vi be the leaf reahable from the entral
node u by the edge with port number i.
For the purpose of ontradition, assume rst that fd is not surjetive.
Let i be a port number without pre-image. If the agent is started by the
adversary in node vj , with j 6= i, then the node vi is never explored.
Therefore fd is surjetive, and thus a permutation of the set {1, . . . , d}.
Again for the purpose of ontradition, assume that fd an be deomposed
into more than one yle. Let i be a port number outside 1's orbit (i.e.
1 and i are not in the same yle of the permutation). If the agent is
started by the adversary in node v1, then the node vi is never explored.
Hene fd is a yli permutation, i.e., it is onstruted with a single yle.
Sine the equivalene lasses of permutations (usually alled onjugay
lasses) orrespond exatly to the yle strutures of permutations, the
agent algorithm A is equivalent to the Right-Hand-on-the-Wall algorithm.
6.7 Proof of Corollary 10
Note that after the exeution of proedure TerseCyles eah node of
v ∈
−→
K has an even number (dierent from zero) of single edges inident
to it. One an provide diretion to all single edges and port numbering at
eah node v, s.t., all the edges outgoing from and inoming to v belong to
the same yle. This is done in two steps. First, the initial port number-
ing and the diretion of single edges are obtained via greedy seletion of
single edges to form yles. Later, if there is a node v that belongs to two
yles (based on single edges), the yles are merged at v via diret port
number manipulation. When this stage is aomplished, the set of nodes
in
−→
K is partitioned into omponents, with all nodes in the same ompo-
nent belonging to the same yle based on single edges. Note also that
eah omponent is at distane one from some other omponent, where the
omponents are onneted by at least one two-way edge (this is a onse-
quene of the fat that eah node has at least two single edges inident
to it). The two-way edge is used to onnet the omponents. Conneting
suessively pairs of omponents at distane one we end up with a single
omponent, i.e., a witness yle spanning all the nodes. Note that for eah
single edge introdued to
−→
K a two-way edge from the spanning tree is re-
dued to single during the restore parity proess. This happens beause
single edges form a olletion of stars and at least one endpoint of eah
single edge (in a star) is free. Thus the number of all edges in the witness
yle is bounded by 2n. ⊓⊔
6.8 Proof of Theorem 11
Sine
−→
K from line 8 ontains T , it is a onneted spanning subgraph of G.
For eah suh omponent we apply proedure 3L-Partition, obtaining
three sets Xi, Yi and Zi, and a bakbone tree struture Ti. By lemma 2 we
an add single edges inident to the nodes in Yi and pairs of single edges
inident to the nodes in Zi and then apply proedure RestoreParity
to eah omponent Gi. Note that, when eah star Si is onstruted, we
may do it in suh a way that no path of length three or more is reated.
Indeed, otherwise we ould remove a middle edge of any path of length
three and the set of spanned nodes would remain the same. Hene Si is a
forest of stars. Moreover we an assume that only enters of suh stars an
be inident to edges forming Pi, otherwise any edge leading to a leaf node
inident to Pi an be removed. Consequently, after termination of the for
loop, eah node of G is RH-traversable in
−→
K . Moreover, sine
−→
K ⊇ T ,
−→
K
is two-way onneted, so the onditions of lemma 8 are satised. Hene,
at the end of the algorithm C ontains a witness yle.
In order to bound the size of the witness yle we will bound the
number of edges in
−→
K . Note rst that 2n−2 edges are used in T (i.e. n−1
two-way edges). Suppose rst that for eah omponent Gi, ontaining ni
nodes of G \T , no single edges were added in lines 4 and 5, that is Pi = ∅
and Si = ∅. Hene, the all of proedure RestoreParity from line 6
did not modify Gi. In onsequene, 2(ni − 1) edges were added for Gi or
2(n1 + n2 + · · · + nk) − 2k in total. This value is maximized for k = 1,
giving 2n− 2 edges added in the for loop, and 4n− 4 total edges in
−→
K .
The ount remains the same if some Pi 6= ∅, sine exatly two edges were
added for eah node of Zi in line 4.
Suppose now that Si 6= ∅, in line 5, for some omponents Gi. For eah
endpoint v ∈ Yi of a star belonging to Si and a single edge e added for v in
Si in line 5, we hek whether there is some other edge that was redued
(from two-way to single) during the all of proedure RestoreParity
in line 6. This happens when v is not inident to a horizontal edge of the
bakbone tree Ti, sine one of the edges inident to v will then beome
single. Thus the addition of e is done at no extra ost, i.e., the total
number of edges remains the same. However, when two endpoints of a
horizontal edge are inident to two edges of Ti, only one suh edge will be
amortised. Consider then a olletion of single horizontal edges, belonging
to the bakbone tree Ti with edges of Si inident to both of their end-
points. The olletion forms a forest. In eah tree pik a root arbitrarily
and repeat the following proess until there is only one edge left in it.
Take an arbitrary leaf and amortise the edge of Si inident to it with the
tree edge leading to the parent of the leaf. Remove the leaf and the edge
that leads to its parent from further onsideration. Note that in this ase
amortisation is one to one. When this proess is aomplished eah tree is
redued to one edge. In other words we have a olletion of independent
single horizontal edges belonging to the bakbone tree. Note that eah
suh edge is assoiated with two independent edges of Si. Clearly the
worst ase happens when the forest was formed by independent single
edges. This implies that the number of suh horizontal edges is not larger
than
ni
3
.
Taking into onsideration the maximal penalty that we have to pay
for edges added in line 5 of the algorithm, the number of edges forming
−→
K is bounded by 41
3
n− 4. ⊓⊔
6.9 A lower bound example for the FindWitnessCyle
algorithm
The example from Figure 7 shows that the bound from Theorem 11 is
tight (up to an additive onstant) for our algorithm. More preisely, the
image shows that there exist graphs on whih our algorithm may produe
a witness yle of size 41
3
n − 7. The main part of the graph ontaining
Y1
Y2 Y3
Y4 Y2k−1
Y2k
Y2k+1
X1 X2
Xk+1Xk
W
...
Fig. 7. Example of a graph for whih our algorithm gives a witness yle of size not
smaller than 4
1
3
n− 7
n = (3k + 1) nodes onsists of k opies of four nodes XiY2iY2i+1Xi+1, for
i = 1, 2, . . . , k, where the last node of eah but the last opy is identied
with the rst node of the next opy (f. Fig. 7). Moreover, an extra node Y1
is adjaent to eah of the nodes Y2, Y3, . . . , Y2k+1, and a nodeW is adjaent
to all other nodes in the graph. Suppose that the star at nodeW is hosen
by the algorithm as the spanning tree T , represented by the dotted edges
in the piture. The proedure 3L-Partition loates nodesX1,X2, . . . ,Xk
in setX and the nodes Y1, Y2, . . . , Y2k+1 in set Y (set Z is empty). Suppose
that the spanning tree is the path Y1X1 . . . Xk+1 - represented by the solid
edges in Fig. 7. Sine the algorithm adds one horizontal edge for eah node
from lass Y , all edges inident to Y1 are added to the strutures. It is
easy to see, that the parity restoring proedure will hose the edges YiYi+1
as the single edges of the struture. In onsequene, only 2k dashed edges
and k thin solid edges in Fig. 7 are hosen as single edges  all other edges
(i.e. 3k+2 dotted edges and 2k+1 bold solid edges) are taken as two-way
edges. This results in a witness yle of size 13k+6, i.e. ontaining 41
3
n−7
edges.
uG1
G0
Gk
vk
uk
...
zkykxk
v
x y z
G′ G
Fig. 8. The lower bound based on diamond graphs.
6.10 Proof of Theorem 12
In O(|E|) time we an nd a spanning tree T of G and the onneted
omponents of G \ T . By lemma 3, for eah onneted omponent Gi
having ni nodes and ei edges, the all of the proedure 3L-Partition
terminates in O(ei) time. The onstrution of sets Pi in line 4 and set Si
in line 5 as well as the all of proedure RestoreParity in line 6 are
ompleted in O(ni) time. Altogether, the for loop terminates in O(|E|)
time. The onstrution of
−→
K in line 8 and C in line 9 are done in time
proportional to their sizes, i.e., O(n).
We show now that line 10, where the rules Merge3 and EatSmall are
repeatedly applied, may be performed within O(n) time. We hose any
ordering γ of yles and we attah to eah edge a label orresponding to
the yle to whih the edge belongs. Let C∗ be the largest yle aording
to γ and v be any vertex of C∗. We perform repeatedly rules Merge3
(resulting yle obtaining rank of γ(C∗)) and EatSmall to vertex v until
no longer possible. Eah time we traverse the edges of the yle (or a part
of the yle) added to C∗ and hange their labels to γ(C∗). When neither
Merge3 nor EatSmall is appliable to v we proeed to vertex v′ - the atual
suessor of v in C∗ - and repeat the proedure of applying rulesMerge3 or
EatSmall to v′. Although C∗ hanges dynamially and some verties may
be traversed many times we end up by traversing all verties eventually
in C∗. By lemma 8 at the end of this proess C∗ beomes a witness
yle. Note that the omplexity of eah Merge3 and EatSmall operation
is proportional to the number of edges added to C∗. By theorem 11 the
overall omplexity of line 10 is O(n). ⊓⊔
6.11 Proof of Theorem 13
Consider rst a single diamond graph G′, see left part of Figure 8. W.l.o.g.,
we an assume that we start the traversal through (v, x). Consider the
suessor of (x, u). Also, w.l.o.g., we an take (u, y) as the suessor.
Now there is only one feasible suessor of (y, v) and that is (v, z). All
other edges violate either RH-traversability ((v, y)) or leave z unvisited.
Similarly, the only possible suessor of (z, u) is (u, x) ((u, y) has al-
ready been traversed with a dierent predeessor, and (u, z) violates RH-
traversability), of (x, v) is (v, y) and of (y, u) is (u, z). Therefore, eah
edge of G′ must be used in both diretions.
Consider now a hain of diamond graphs from the right side of Figure
8, starting the graph traversal at node v0. From the fat that eah edge in
the witness yle is traversed at most twie (one time in eah diretion) it
follows that when returning from vi to ui−1, all nodes in Gi (as well as in
all Gj , for j > i) must have been visited. Note that from RH-traversability
it follows that the suessor of (ui−1, vi) annot be the same (in reverse
diretion) as the predeessor of (vi, ui−1), and similarly the suessor of
(vi, ui−1) annot be the same as the predeessor of (ui−1, vi). In turn this
means that the analogous arguments (as used in G′) apply also to eah
Gi, therefore all edges of G must be traversed in both diretions.
The theorem now follows diretly for n = 5k. If n is not a multiple of
5, an extra path of l nodes an be added to uk to satisfy the laim of the
theorem. ⊓⊔
6.12 Proof of Theorem 14
Note that it is enough to prove that no diulty arises at nodes with
numbers aeted by the modied labeling sheme.
Case C1: Consider rst the ase when the port numbers are swapped
at some node w1 whih is a single hild of a bonding node u (see Fig 3).
When during traversal the agent returns from the subtree rooted in a hild
of u aessible via port i − 1 it enters via port i the edge leading to w1.
This edge is interpreted as a penalty edge and the agent after visiting w1
returns immediately to u and then it goes with no further ation to the
parent of u. Note that if the labeling was not hanged the agent would at
similarly, however it would examine additionally a penalty edge loated
at w1. Thus thanks to the new labeling sheme we save one penalty at the
node w1.
Case C2: Consider now the seond ase when the port numbers are
swapped at a single hild w2 of a loal node v, s.t., v has no siblings
dierent from leaves to its right (aessible via larger ports), see Fig 3.
Assume that s is the (saturated) parent of v and port i at v leads to w2.
When during traversal the agent returns from the subtree rooted in a hild
of v aessible via port i − 1 it enters via port i the edge leading to w2.
When it learns that the port label at w2 is dierent from 1 it interprets
the sham penalty edge linking v and w2 as the penalty edge. The agent
returns immediately to v while swithing to the leaf reognition state (v
would be interpreted as the rst leaf of s). This means that all remaining
leaves aessible from s (if any) will be visited at no extra harge, i.e.,
without paying penalty at them. Thus the agent does not miss the node
w2 and it also saves penalty at w2 and possibly at all leaves that are
siblings of v. ⊓⊔
6.13 Proof of Theorem 15
The main line of the proof explores the fat that the fration of nodes at
whih the agent manages to save on penalties is at least
1
4
. The proof is
split into global and loal amortisation arguments.
Global amortisation [saturated nodes amortise all bonding nodes and
single hildren of saturated nodes℄
Note that in a three-layer partition with k saturated nodes there are
at most 2k−2 bonding nodes, sine introdution of a new saturated node
implies reation of at most two bonding nodes. Note also that there are at
most k single leaves (with no siblings) that are hildren of saturated nodes.
In the global amortisation argument we assume that at these nodes, i.e.,
all bonding nodes and all single leaves of saturated nodes, in the worst ase
the agent always pays penalty (examines the penalty edge). Fortunately,
all of these ≤ 3k − 2 nodes (2k − 2 bonding nodes and k single leaves
of saturated nodes) an be amortised by k saturated nodes. Thus, as
required, the fration of nodes where the agent does not pay penalty is
1
4
.
For all other nodes in T we use the loal amortisation argument.
Loal amortisation [diret amortisation of nodes within small subtrees℄
The loal amortisation argument is used solely on two-layer subtrees a-
essible from saturated nodes, i.e., formed of loal nodes and (possibly)
their hildren, ases (a), (b), (), and (d), see Figure 9, as well as on leaves
aessible from bonding nodes, ases (e) and (f).
middle layer Y
...
bottom layer Z
(a) (b) (c) (d)
top layer Xv
u
w
Fig. 9. Loal amortisation argument  ases (a), (b), () and (d).
The loal amortisation argument involving loal nodes is split into
ases (a), (b), (), and (d) in relation to the size of subtrees rooted in
loal nodes. We start the analysis with the largest subtrees in ase (a) and
gradually move towards smaller strutures in ases (b) and (), nishing
with single loal nodes in ase (d).
(a) Consider any subtree TS with at least two hildren rooted in a loal
node. In this ase the initial labeling remains unhanged. During traversal
of TS the agent pays penalties at the loal node and at its rst hild where
it swithes to the leaf reognition state. In this state no further penalties
at the leaves of TS are paid. Sine the number of hildren i ≥ 2 the fration
of nodes in the subtree without penalties is at least
1
3
.
(b) Consider now the ase where a saturated node v has at least two
hildren (loal nodes) with single hildren (two extended leaves aording
to the notation from [3℄) aessible from v. In this ase the number of
penalties paid during traversal of all extended leaves is limited to two
sine the penalties are paid at both nodes of the rst extended leaf where
the agent swithes to extended leaves reognition state. The remaining
nodes of the extended leaves are visited at no extra ost. In this ase the
fration of nodes without penalties is at least
1
2
.
() Consider now the ase where a saturated node has only one extended
leaf (a loal node u and its single hild w) possibly followed by some
regular leaves formed of loal nodes. In this ase the initial labeling is
hanged and the sham penalty edge (u,w) is introdued (ase C1 in the
proof of lemma 14). When the agent visits the extended leaf it enters the
sham penalty edge interpreting it as the penalty edge. Thus the penalty is
paid only at the loal node u. Moreover if u has sibling leaves all of them
are visited at no extra ost sine after visiting a sham penalty edge the
agent is in the leaf searh state ([3℄). Thus also in this ase the fration
of nodes where the penalty is not paid is at least
1
4
.
(d) It may happen that a saturated node has several hildren that are
leaves in T not preeded by an extended leaf. In this ase the penalty is
paid only at the rst leaf and all other leaves are visited (in leaf searh
mode) at no extra ost. (Reall that the ase when a saturated node has
only one hild that is a leaf in T was already onsidered as a part of the
global amortisation argument.)
The remaining ases of the loal amortisation argument refers to the
leaves aessible via bonding nodes.
(e)When a bonding node has at least two hildren (all hildren are leaves)
during traversal the agent pays penalty only at the rst hild while all
other hildren are visited at no extra ost (thanks to the leaf searh state).
Thus the fration of nodes (leaves) where the penalty is avoided is at least
1
2
.
(f) Finally onsider the ase where a bonding node u has exatly one hild
w (ase C2 from the proof of lemma 14). In this ase thanks to the sham
penalty edge (u,w) no penalty is paid at w, i.e., the fration of nodes
without penalties is 1.
In onlusion, the fration of nodes at whih the penalty is avoided
is bounded from below by
1
4
in all onsidered ases. Thus the number of
visited penalty edges is bounded by
3
4
n. Sine the number of edges in the
spanning tree is n− 1 the agent visits at most 13
4
n edges where eah edge
is visited in both diretions. This onludes the proof that the length of
the tour is bounded by 31
2
n− 2. ⊓⊔
